Heroes of the Mythic Age

Heroes of the Mythic Age
A Variant for Classic Fantasy Games


Heroes of the mythic age is a variant for classic fantasy game, designed especially for those who likes to play low-level adventures. Its main purpose is, precisely, to keep characters at low level by… removing levels. Sure, levels are a part of the game since 1974 and as such, are iconic of our hobby. But a lot of gamers are fond of level 1-3 modules and scenarios. So this variant helps you to stay at this level as long as you want!
Unless stated, you can still use the mechanics of your regular game, which could be a classic, or a retroclone like Labyrinth Lord, Sword& Wizardry or Osric, or even any variant of the OGL. But your characters will never become high-level superheroes: they’ll stay local adventurers, going from town to town, land to land, to help people, defeat monsters or loot dungeons and labyrinths, in an oldschool mood. By convenience, we’ll call the game master the Labyrinth Lord, but this doesn’t mean Heroes of the mythic age can be used only with this game. 

Most of this variant is about character classes. Why? Because, as stated, most other rules don’t change and most of all, the stats given for creatures, monsters found in published modules can be used without any changes, as well as NPC’s. These rules apply mostly to PC’s. So it was a good opportunity to provides, aside the classical one, a few others – you already know them all and we hope you’ll like them. 

CHARACTER CREATION

First, role all attributes in the standard method and assign per the guidelines being used by your Labyrinth Lord (LL). Once this is done and both the player and LL are satisfied, the player will then need to select his character class. 

Heroes of the mythic age assume that non-human races are classes by themselves. If you wish to separate class and race, that’s not a problem: let your player chooses any race and class, but don’t stack both abilities and capacities. Your Elf Paladin will detect evil, but lack of infravision. Is that really a problem, as long you have fun?
 
Each character class will give you, apart the description, the following stats:

Hit Points: These hit points are used as in your standard rules, but they are fixed for every class, from 8 to 16. Naturally, you add the constitution modifier. 

Thaco: This is a common acronym for “to hit an armor class of 0”. So it gives the combat efficiency of the character class. 

 If you use a system with a bonus to hit, this bonus can be easily calculated by removing that score from 20. Naturally, add the strength modifier in melee and the dexterity modifier with missile fighting. 

Armors allowed: Indicates the type of armor the character can wear. Some characters don’t wear armor, but are said to have an Armor Class of 7 instead. If you use another AC system, consider it as equivalent to a leather armor. 

Weapons allowed: Indicates the weapons this class can use and is proficient with. 

Saving thrown: The number is the saving thrown, for any type of danger. You can, if you want, use abilities modifiers with that number, as Dexterity to dodge a spell, or Constitution to withstand poison. 

If you prefer to keep the saving thrown types of your favorite system, assume the character is level 3. If you use a system with a bonus, it can be easily calculated by removing that score from 20.

Spell Slots: This is the number of spells your character can use per day. He must choose them according to the standards rules of your game. If the description of any spell takes in account the character level, for duration, range or effect, assume he’s level 3. For any other details, they work exactly as in the games rules you use. 
Heroes of the mythic age do not take in account any difference between level 1 and level 2 spells, both being as useful for an adventurer. 

Rituals: Some spell-casters are also able to use ritual magic. These rituals should be found during adventures and their use, as the name suggest, needs a long ritual. The Labyrinth Lord can state the duration and components of the ritual according to his campaign or world setting. It can include to be done in a special place, during a special time, after a special preparation or sacrifice. The duration of these spells will changed to one day, unless they are instantaneous or last longer. 

Special abilities: The description of each ability is provided with the class. 

The Available classes include the following:
Cleric classes
Cleric
=
Crusaders & holy devotees blessed with magic from the Gods.
Dervish
=
Holy & fearless warriors of the wilderness and desert areas. 
Druid
=
Shepherds of nature fighting to protect the world from corruptions.
Paladin
=
Warriors-monks of Law, aiming to fight and repel Chaos creatures. 
Fighter classes
Berserker 
= 
Wild and savages warriors who fight unarmored & survives in wilderness.
Brigand
=
Wilderness robbers and rebels, adepts of ambushes & archery.
Fighter
=
Warriors seeking fame & fortune through adventure or crusade.
Knight
= 
Mounted warriors & jousters devoted to a liege or a cause. 
Mystic
= 
Specialist of martial art, fighting unarmed with amazing quickness. 
Noble
=
Aristocrats’ adepts of plots, negotiations and court intrigues.
Nomad
=
Mounted warrior, able to fire or charge when on his mount’s back. 
Pirate
=
Greedy swashbucklers and sailors, seeking treasures and thrill. 
Humanoid classes
Dwarf
=
A race of warriors from the depths seeking to reclaim lost treasures.
Elf
=
A magical race that blends both eldritch power & fighting power.
Halfling
=
Short, clever warriors adept at woodland stealth & ranged strikes.
Magic-User classes
Magic User
=
Individuals able to tap into the eldritch powers of the cosmos.
Thief classes
Thief
=
Scouts & scoundrels able to survive either by trickery or subterfuge.
Thug
=
Specialist of disguise, mimicry and sneak attack.
Trader
=
Merchant and traveler, able to buy and sell anything and negociates.

CHARACTER CLASSES

Cleric classes

Cleric
These individuals blessed with special powers by the gods. They are trained in combat, have the ability to channel divine magic, and can repel the undead through the power of their faith.

Hit Points: 12 + Constitution bonus 
Thaco: 19
Armor Allowed: Any + shield.
Weapons: No edged or pointed weapons allowed.
Saving Throws: 13

Chance to Turn Undead (roll 2d6+ Wisdom bonus)
	1HD = 3 or greater
	2HD = 5 or greater
	3HD = 7 or greater
	4HD = 9 or greater
5HD = 11 or greater

Spell Slots : 3 + Wisdom Bonus

Available Starting Spells
 Bless			Light
 Cure Wounds	 	Protection from Evil
 Detect Evil	 	Purify Food & Drink
 Detect Magic	 	Remove Fear
 Find Traps		Resist Cold
 Hold Person	 	Resist Fire
 Know Alignment 	Silence 15’ Radius

Known Ritual Spells:
Animate Dead (unholy)
Cure Disease
 Remove Curse
 Quest

Dervish
These religious warriors would give their live for their cause. They’re known to be faithful to their word, but intolerant and merciless with their foes. They generally live in communities in desert or remote areas, faraway from any mundane temptation. 
Hit Points: 16+ CON modifiers
Thaco: 17 
Saving Throws: 14
Armor Allowed: Any. 
Weapons: Any.

Spell Slots : 1+ Wisdom bonus

Available Starting Spells
Remove fear		Detect magic
Detect evil		Cure light wounds
Light			Protection from evil
Purification of food and water 

Special abilities
Survival: Dervishes are adepts of survival in desert or other wilderness conditions (choose a terrain type).
	Fearless: Immune to fear, normal or magic. 

Druid
Druids are able to tap into the magical essence of the nature and use it for own purposes in exchange for protecting the world from the corruptions caused by the dark powers.

Hit Points: 12 + Constitution bonus
Base Attack Bonus: 19
Armor Allowed: Leather only + wooden shield.
Weapons: Only club, javelin, sling, spear, and staff.
Saving Throws: 13

Speak with Animals (2d6 + Charisma Mod.)
≤ 2
= Attacks or retreats from druid.
3-5
= Ignores druid’s attempt to speak.
6-8
= Answers 1 question before being 
 distracted by its animal nature.
9-11
= Will answer up to 1d4+1 questions.
12+
= Will perform one service (such as scout or 
 act as guard for up to 2 turns.

Spell Slots : 3 + Wisdom Bonus

Available Starting Spells
 Charm Animal			Obscure
 Cure Wounds			Predict Weather
 Faerie Fire			Produce Fire
 Fortify Berries			Resist Cold
 Heat Metal			Resist Fire
 Hold Animal			Snake Charm
 Locate Animal or Plant		Speak with Animal
 Obscure			Warp Wood

Known Ritual Spells:
Protection from Poisons
 Summon Animals
 Summon Elemental
 Summon Weather

Paladin 
These holy warriors-monks fights evil and chaos anywhere they are. They do not seek to be rich or to be glorious, but to serve their principles.  

Hit Points: 16+ Constitution modifier. 
Thaco: 19
Saving Throws: 14
Armor Allowed: Any 
Weapons: Any. 

Special abilities:
Detect evil, as the spell, at will, 120’ around.
Cure 1d6+1 hp per day and disease once per week. 
Turn undead, up to 2HD (see below).

Chance to Turn Undead (roll 2d6+ Charisma bonus)
	1HD = 3 or greater
	2HD = 5 or greater

Fighter classes

Berserker 
These savage warriors from the wildlands like the smell of blood and the fury of the melee. In their native lands, they know perfectly how to survives, hunts and gather food.  
. 
Hit Points: 18+ Constitution bonus
Thaco: 17
Saving Throws: 14
Armor Allowed: Shields only. Without armor, a Berserker has an AC of 7 rather than
Weapons: All weapons.
 
Special Abilities
Immune to fear, normal or magic. 
	+2 to hit when fighting with humanoids in melee. 
	Able to survive under any conditions, in his native wilderness terrain (choose a terrain type, like frost lands, mountains, jungle,…). 

Brigand
These outlaws and mercenaries are good riders and dangerous warriors. Some of them are just greedy robbers, while other are outlaw rebels fighting against tyranny. 
Hit Points: 16+ Constitution modifier
Thaco: 17
Saving Throws: 14
Armor Allowed: Any. 
Weapons: Any.

Special abilities
Rider: A Brigand is a good rider and never fails riding maneuver. If wounded or disturbed, s/he will success on a successful Dexterity ability check. 
	Ambush: In the wilderness, like in forest or rocky hills, a Brigand is able to conceal himself very effectively, surprising his foes on a successful Dexterity check. When the foe is surprised, the brigand doubles damage on first round.
	Archer: A Brigand gains a +2 bonus to hit when he uses a bow.   

Fighter
Trained in the art of combat, fighters make their way through adventuring, crusading, and waging war as needed. Fighters frequently take on the roll of leader within an adventuring company because of their well honed skills in combat and readiness for danger.

Hit Points: 16 + Constitution Mod. 
Base Attack Bonus: 17
Armor Allowed: Any + shield.
Weapons: Any.
Saving Throws: 13

Special Abilities
Awareness: Surprised only on a 1 in 6, because of his sense of fighting.
	Weapon master: A Fighter has a permanent bonus of +2 on one weapon type of his choice.
	

Knight
This noble warrior is a master of joust and mounted fight. He can be in service of a lord, or be a knight-errant, searching for people to defend and monsters to defeat. 
Hit Points: 16+ CON modifiers
Thaco: 19 
Saving Throws: 14
Armor Allowed: Any 
Weapons: Any.

Special abilities
Rider: A Knight is a good rider and never fails riding maneuver. If wounded or disturbed, s/he will success on a successful Dexterity ability check. He doubles damage on first strike when s/he charges on riding.
	Reputation: A Knight will be welcome in any noble house when he travels, because of his reputation and noble birth.
	Devoted: during the final fight of any adventure, the knight gets a bonus of +1 to hit and damage, because he gathers all his energy to win for the cause. 


Mystic 
These students of martial arts are specialists of fighting unarmed. Some of them lives in communities, others prefers to wander and learn new skills and ways of fight trough their travels and adventures. 

Hit Points: 12+ Constitution modifier 
Thaco: 16
Saving Throws: 14
Armor Allowed: None. Without armor, a Mystic has an AC of 7 rather than 9. 
Weapons: Staff, dagger and sling. With bare hands and feet, a mystic does 1d6 of damage.

Special abilities:
Awareness: Surprised only on a 1 on 1d6, because of his sixth sense. 
Quickness: A mystic gains 30’ of movement speed (and 10’ in melee). 
Double strike:  Against humanoids, a Mystic is able to strike two different opponents per round of combat. This ability applies only when he fight with bare hands (or feet).

Noble
These aristocrats are fine speakers and leaders, with a long habit of plots, intrigues and talks. They’re also trained for fight and fencing. 

Hit Points: 16+ CON modifiers
Thaco: 17+ 
Saving Throws: 14+
Armor Allowed: Any. 
Weapons: Any.
	Leader: Nobles double the maximum number of henchmen they can have according to their charisma score.  

Persuasive: gains a +2 modifier to reaction roll, both during encounters and to recruit henchmen. 
Reputation: as a member of a known family, a noble will be welcome in other nobles and riche houses, when they travel.

Nomad 
These land travelers are good riders and are trained to survive harsh conditions. They’re dangerous foes when mounted. 

Hit Points: 16+ CON modifiers 
Thaco: 17
Saving Throws: 14
Armor Allowed: Any. 
Weapons: Any.
 
Special abilities:
Riding: A Nomad never fails riding maneuver, with a chosen animal tame. If wounded or disturbed, he will success on a successful Dexterity ability check.
	Charge: doubles damage on first strike when s/he charges on riding and is able to fire with a bow while riding.
	Survival: A nomad able to survive under any conditions, in his native wilderness terrain (choose a terrain type, like plains, desert, steppes…). 

Pirate 
These greedy sailors are also impressive swashbucklers and famous treasure’s hunters. They love adventure, danger and gold. 

Hit Points: 16+ Constitution modifiers
Thaco: 17
Saving Throws: 14
Armor Allowed: Leather only.
Weapons: All weapons.
 
Special abilities:
Seafaring: A Pirate is skillful on anything related to sea and navigation. In very dangerous situations, he can still keep his boat floating on a successful Charisma ability check – as he needs to influence the sailors. 
	Tumble: With a long habit of fighting at sea, a pirate never fall and can fight easily on any ground, without penalty. If wounded or disturbed, he will success on a successful Dexterity ability check. 
	Read languages: A pirate can decipher any code and cryptic, if given time enough, and read any map on a successful Intelligence check.


Humanoid classes

Dwarf
A short, broad-bodied, people who stand only four feet tall. Dwarves live in tunnels, labyrinths, and mines beneath the surface. Considered a warrior race, they are powerful in combat, blessed with a great endurance, and are well adapted to fighting underground. 

Hit Points: 16 + Constitution Mod.
Base Attack Bonus: 17
Armor Allowed: Any + shield.
Weapons: Any weapons excluding longbows & any that are two-handed.
Saving Throws: 10

Special Abilities
Infravision: Dwarves see in darkness at 60’.
	Detection: 2 in 6 chance of Detecting traps, false walls, hidden constructions, or noting sloping passages
	Bonus Languages: dwarf, goblin, gnome, kobold.

Elf
 Elves are children of the Fey. With pointy ears and slender builds, they stand between 5’ and 5½’ tall. They have an innately magical nature that lets them use magical power and combat training at the same time. This combination, makes them very feared by any that would count one of the elves an enemy. 

Hit Points: 12 + Constitution Mod.
Base Attack Bonus: 19
Armor Allowed: Any + shield.
Weapons: Any weapons.
Saving Throws: 14

Special Abilities
Infravision: Infravision, 60’
	Detection: 2 in 6 chance of Detecting hidden doors.
	Immunity: Immune to ghoul paralysis.
	Bonus Languages: elf, gnoll, hobgoblin, orc.

Spell Slots : 1+Inteligence Bonus. 

Available Starting Spells
Charm Person		 Detect Evil
 Detect Invisibility	Detect Magic
 Hold Portal		 Invisibility
 Knock			Levitate
 Light			Locate Object
 Magic Missile		Protection from Evil
 Read Languages	Read Magic
 Web

Known Ritual Spells: 
Remove Curse
 Magic Jar
 Plant Growth
 Trap the Soul

Halfling
A short humanoid, no more than 3-feet tall, with hairy feet, expert in the art of woodland stealth and ranged strikes. Most Halflings despise adventuring, but those who like it are effective warriors in their own style.

Hit Points: 12 + Constitution Mod.
Base Attack Bonus: 19
Armor Allowed: Any + shield.
Weapons: Any weapons excluding longbows & any that are two-handed.
Saving Throws: 10

Special Abilities
Stealth: A Halfling is able to hide himself in woodlands or even in labyrinths, if he keeps quiet, on a successful dexterity check. 
	Range attack: Halflings get a +2 bonus on any range attack.
	Defense bonus: -2 on armor class when fighting with greater creatures. 

Gnome
Cousins of dwarves, the gnomes are little smaller and thinner. Miners and tunnels dwellers, they’re fond of gold and gems up to greediness. They are both sneakers and spell-casters.
 
Hit Points: 12 + Constitution Mod.
Base Attack Bonus: 19
Armor Allowed: Any + shield.
Weapons: Any weapons excluding longbows & any that are two-handed.
Saving Throws: 10

Special abilities: 
Special Abilities
Sneak: a gnome can hide in shadow or darkness, move in total silence, almost as if he was merging with it, on a successful Dexterity check. 
	Mechanics: Gnomes are good at every mechanical skill, including locking picks and remove traps, on a successful Dexterity ability check.

Spell Slots : 1+Inteligence Bonus. 

Available Starting Spells
Charm Person		 Detect Evil
 Detect Invisibility	Detect Magic
 Hold Portal		 Invisibility
 Knock			Levitate
 Light			Locate Object
Read Languages		Read Magic
 Web			Phantasmal force

Lizardfolk
These scaly creatures are swamp-dwellers, though tribes have been known to live in many places. The most tribes have the bad habit to eat their neighbors, but more civilized one make decent adventurers.  

Hit Points: 18 + Constitution Mod.
Base Attack Bonus: 17
Armor Allowed: Shield only. 
Weapons: Shield only. Without armor, a Lizardfolk has an armor class of 5. 
Saving Throws: 14

Special Abilities
Water-breathing: A Lizardfolk can breathe in water for a number of turns equal to its constitution.
	Infravision: Dwarves see in darkness at 60’.
	Strength: +1 bonus to any damage rolls with weapons. 

Magic-User classes

Magic-User
 Humans trained in the arcane arts, magic users are able to tap into powerful forces and wield them effectively. Because of their ability to access this otherworldly power, magic users are often viewed with fear or awe.

Hit Points: 8 + Constitution Mod. 
Base Attack Bonus: 20
Armor Allowed: None.
Weapons: Dagger and staff only.
Saving Throws: 14

Spell Slots : 3 + Intelligence Mod.

Available Starting Spells
 Arcane Lock		 Charm Person
 Detect Evil		 Detect Invisibility
 Detect Magic		 Dispel Magic
 Fire Blossom		 Floating Disc
 Hold Portal		 Invisibility
 Knock			 Levitate
 Light			 Locate Object
 Magic Missile		 Phantasmal Force
 Protection from Evil	 Read Languages
 Read Magic		 Sleep
 Shock			Ventriloquism
 Web

Known Ritual Spells: 
 Animate Dead		Remove Curse
 Magic Jar		Plant Growth
 Trap the Soul

Thief classes

Thief
A combination of scout and scoundrel, thieves are trained in the art of pilfering and sneaking. They are also well skilled in mechanical devices and bear a keen alertness. Their training makes then great allies in the labyrinth.

Hit Points: 8 + Constitution Mod.
Base Attack Bonus: 19
Armor Allowed: Leather
Weapons: Any.
Saving Throws: 13

Special Abilities
Sneak: a thief can hide in shadow or darkness, move in total silence, almost as if he was merging with it, on a successful Dexterity check. 
	Climb: a thief can climb any surface, including a totally smooth one or a ceiling, on a successful Dexterity check. 
	Sharp senses: Thief has got an incredible ability to notice details, traps, noises, and so on, with a successful wisdom Ability check. 
	Mechanics: Thieves are good at locking picks and remove traps, on a successful Dexterity ability check.

Thug 
These masked sneakers are good spies and executioners. Some are mercenaries, but most of them fight for a cause they consider to be just. 

Hit Points: 16+ CON modifiers
Thaco: 17
Saving Throws: 14
Armor Allowed: Chainmail and shield. 
Weapons: Any. 

Special abilities
Disguise and mimicry: On a successful INT ability check, a thug’s disguise can lure anybody. If failed, it could be discovered on a careful examination.
	Surprise: a thug always surprises a victim on a successful DEX ability check. If the victim is surprised, s/he doubles damage on first strike. 
	Climb: A thug can climb any surface, including ceilings, like a spider. If disturbed or wounded, a DEX ability check is needed to escape falling.

Trader
Hit Points: 16+ CON modifier
Thaco: 17
Saving Throws: 14
Armor Allowed: Chainmail and shield. 
Weapons: Any.

Special abilities
Bargain: A trader is effective at appreciating prices. He can buy anything 20% under its value and sell anything 20% over its value. He can’t gain money by buying and selling the same thing in the same city. 
	Persuasive: gains a +2 modifier to reaction roll, both during encounters and to recruit henchmen.
	Additional languages: the trader knows four additional language of its choice. 

CHARACTER EXPERIENCE

Does absence of levels means absence of experience? That’s up to you, as Heroes of the mythic age provides you three methods to handle experience. 

The first method is to consider that experience is not a matter of game statistics. A character’s experience grows with his knowledge of the world, reputation and place in the society, fighting tricks and team habits, perhaps known spells and rituals. He can improve its abilities and capacities trough a few magic items – in a low-level game, any magic item provides a major change in the character’s power. If you don’t play too often, or if your players don’t mind too much about improvement, that’s largely enough.

The second method is to provide a low, but effective experience trough the rise of abilities scores. As most stats in the game, as well as abilities checks, are linked to the abilities scores, this will have a direct effect on character’s capacities while not unbalancing your scenarios. Use standards experience points, but don’t award them for finding treasures, juts for encounters, clever tricks and good role-playing. To gain one point in one ability score needs 250 xps per point of the next score. As an example, it would need 3000 points to go from 11 to 12 in Dexterity. The maximum score will still be 18, anyway. 

Current score
XPs to rise
by one
Current score
XPs to rise
by one
3
1000
11
3000
4
1250
12
3250
5
1500
13
3500
6
1750
14
3750
7
2000
15
4000
8
2250
16
4250
9
2500
17
4500
10
2750
18
Limit

The third method is based on a gambit. After each game session (if you don’t play too often) or after each finished scenario (if you have opportunity to play a lot), according to the Labyrinth Lord decision, each player choose one ability and roll 3d6. If the score is higher than its current score, it raise by one. 







